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‘W’ D A Y
M O N D A Y 2 6th J U N E
SUN RISES 03:40am

SUN SETS 08:07pm

MOON RISES 00:28am

MOON SETS 04:53pm

RAIN 6mm. 72˚ - 52˚ ; CLOUDY.

O

n 26 June the weather became unsettled, bright
intervals alternated with heavy showers and clouds
were low for the greater part of the day. Along the
entire Fourth Army front the phase of the artillery
programme described as ‘destructive effect’ commenced,
with concentrated shelling taking place from 9 - 10.20 am.
During the remainder of the morning and early afternoon,
gas was discharged in six locations further north along the
Army front, although none was discharged on XIII Corps
frontage. Corps artillery supported the gas attacks with
heavy bombardments. At 3 pm the bombardment was
suspended to allow the Royal Flying Corps to photograph
the area in order to obtain an exact record of the shelling so
far. The aerial photography revealed how the heavy shells
had fallen and gave an up to date image of the condition of
the enemy wire entanglements.
The results of the
bombardment appeared to be satisfactory. Still, it was
decided that the effort was to be doubled in intensity.

60 Pounder Gun in action at first light. (Authors collection).

spectacle, this show did not conduce to accurate
observation of our own small stuff, but by firing salvoes I
was occasionally able to pick out my own bursts.1
The four Corps heavy artillery groups (HAGs) continued
their second full day’s bombardment. During the morning
between 7 - 10 am the combined HAGs engaged the German
first line system while the field artillery remained silent in
readiness for the morning’s concentration shoot, due to
commence at 9 am. 31st HAG launched their barrage at 7 am
with five Siege Batteries, three 6-inch howitzer batteries, one
8-inch howitzer battery and a 60-pounder battery, all firing
against the German front and support lines. At 9 am, four
batteries, three 6-inch howitzer and an 8-inch howitzer
battery switched targets onto Glatz Redoubt, Dublin
Redoubt and Germans Wood.

XIII CORPS ARTILLERY ‘W’ DAY:

At precisely 9 am, Corps field artillery groups opened fire as
one, engaging the German first line system with heavy
shrapnel fire. Over the next 80-minutes every 18-pounder
gun would fire one shrapnel shell per minute. Six minutes
prior to the completion of the intensive barrage at 10.14 am,
smoke was released along the Corps front. Divisional field
artillery groups intensified their fire with a concerted
shrapnel barrage against the German first trench, followed
by a lift to the reserve line and then back onto the first trench
for the final minute. The ‘concentrated fire’ bombardment
as part of the Army artillery programme was intended to
keep the Germans on edge and gave the impression an attack
was imminent. It was hoped in these first days of the
bombardment it would draw out German infantry from their
shelters so that shrapnel would rain down upon them
inflicting casualties and fear. It was anticipated after several
days of these barrages they would become accustomed to the
ploy and stay deep underground in their shelters, so at the
genuine ‘Zero Hour’ British infantry would cross No-Man’sLand unopposed, or at least that was the idea. The release of
smoke during the final minutes of the bombardment was
witnessed by 21st Infantry Brigade who reported in their
intelligence summary:

XIII Corps artillery from medium mortars
to super heavy 12-inch howitzers opened
W Day with an increased intensity. Major
Neil Fraser-Tyler, 151st Bde RFA, 30th Division described
the day:
26th ‘W’ Day. We got in a lot of heavy shooting during the
morning, including one concentrated strafe on Germans
Wood. It was certainly the noisiest day since the beginning
of the bombardment. Every order to the guns has to be
written on slips of paper, it being absolutely impossible to
make anyone hear the spoken word. The Hun commenced
to reply hotly, until then he had been ominously quiet and
what with frequent prematures the valley became pretty
unhealthy.
In the afternoon I went down to the front line with Wilson
in order to engage a portion of our zone which was difficult
to see from our O.P. However, we had not been shooting
long before some of our very heavy Howitzers started a
combined shoot on the Hun front line. It was a wonderful
sight to see these huge shells bursting 300 yards in front of
us, with detonations like earthquakes and smoke of every
colour, black, white, grey, yellow and brown, rising often
hundreds of feet in the air. However marvellous as a
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Bernafay Wood
Montauban

British Front Line
German Front Line

Casino Point

British Front Line

Carnoy
Oblique aerial photograph probably taken by Capt. Stodart & Capt. Simpson No9 Squadron at 10.30am on 26 th June. (IWM Q55066).

115th and 124th of the 29th HAG were employed on this task,
in all twenty-four 60-pounder guns. Even with little aerial
assistance from No.9 Squadron, good results were attained.
During one of these shoots a direct hit was scored on a
German ammunition store near Ginchy. Explosions and
large plumes of smoke could be seen billowing skywards
which formed into a huge dark cloud that lingered over the
German lines for hours. An airman reported seeing a
German artillery piece being blown completely into the air
by a direct hit.

Smoke barrage today, not a great success, being rather thin
in parts.2
The incident was recorded for history when a photograph of
the smoke discharge was taken from an RFC aircraft
overhead. The photograph was almost certainly taken by
Capt. David Stodart (Pilot) and Capt. R Simpson of No.9
Squadron, flying B.E.2c 2733. Between 10.05 am - 12.05
pm they took 54 photographic images of the German, first,
second and third lines, from Faviere Wood to Pommiers
Redoubt via Montauban. At 10.30 am they reported seeing:

Divisional field artillery and mortars commenced their third
day of wire cutting tasks with 18-pounders and 2-inch
mortars. The 18-pounder batteries were allocated two time
slots between 9 am - 1 pm, which included the concentration
shoot, and then again in the afternoon between 4 - 8 pm.
Their principal task for the day was cutting wire on the
Pommiers line. As per the previous day’s programme, at 3
pm all fifteen 18-pounder ‘wire-cutting’ batteries of 18th
Division fired a test shoot on Caterpillar Wood Valley. The
serial was observed from above by 2nd Lieut. A MacDonald
of No.9 Squadron, who recorded, ‘All correct.’ The 2-inch
mortars continued their wire cutting in front of the German
first trench and where range permitted, the second trench.
This started just after dawn at 5 am until 7 am and then again
in the afternoon between 1 - 4 pm. French 75mm batteries

Thin streams of white smoke seen rising from along British
front line from Fricourt to Maricourt.3
The photograph supports 21st Brigade’s and Capt. Stodart’s
impression of the event. The picture has been wrongly
described in many publications as a gas attack. There was
only one mass discharge of gas during the preliminary
bombardment on XIII Corps’ front which took place during
the early hours of 30 June at 2.30 am and then at 5.50 am.
At 2.30 am it was dark whilst at 5.50 am there were no
aircraft in the area due to low cloud at 1,000ft and heavy rain.
The counter battery work continued in earnest and the day
would see nineteen hostile enemy batteries engaged. Four
Royal Garrison Artillery 60-pounder batteries; 12th, 31st,
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60-Pounder Gun team in action on counter battery work. (Authors Collection)

in Cerisy-Gailly Military Cemetery,4
although originally buried in Maricourt
Military Cemetery.

of Group de Comte engaged wire around Pommiers
Redoubt. Divisional 4.5-inch howitzers renewed their task
of destroying enemy forward defensive positions with some
success on 18th Division’s front where at least three enemy
machine-gun emplacements were demolished. During the
afternoon, for the first time since the 24th, the Germans
retaliated with some vigour. Major Fraser-Tyler wrote:

The Germans also suffered heavy
casualties. W Day, 26 June, was to be their
worse day of the entire seven days’
preliminary bombardment for fatalities. IR
62, 12th Division, described the day as
extremely difficult with extraordinarily
heavy losses. Two of the Regiment’s three Bombardier Albert Lewis
battalion headquarters dugouts were buried
with their staff being decimated. The Commanding Officer,
Hauptmann Walther Settegast of III Battalion was killed and
Hauptmann Karl Gubisch Commander of I Battalion
seriously wounded. Other Silesian officers killed were
Lutenant’s Zawatzki, Dohnot, Kunze, Lachmann and
Lamsbach. Thirty-three men were also killed and three
officers and sixty-one men wounded. Losses, particularly
those of battalion headquarters, were a severe blow to the
command and control structure of IR 62. Not only was the
leadership of these battalions dramatically reduced,
communications to the many kompanie positions was by
now virtually non-existent. Evacuation of casualties was
another matter, with communication trenches and all surface
routes under constant artillery attack, movement was a
treacherous lottery.

About three o’clock the Huns started to reply in earnest,
and things became very sultry. We all got hit by some
splinters and Gunner Ryding had a wonderful escape, a
razor-like splinter 15 inches long grazing the back of his
neck and embedding itself in the clay wall of the trench
behind him. Communication soon became very difficult,
the din being now indescribable. By 4 pm the wire
(telephone) was cut in many places, so I retired to my OP
to continue the shoot from there. On arrival their I found
that Lowe, my OP subaltern, had gone off with four
fractured ribs, a shell exploding near the OP had blown
him down the 15-foot shaft and although his fall was
broken by the telephonist’s head, he managed to hurt
himself pretty badly.
Not all Royal Field Artillery personnel were as lucky that as
the Corps lost several artillerymen killed by German counter
barrage fire. One of them was Bombardier Albert Lewis of
Y-30 Trench Mortar Battery, from York Street, Bury. Prior
to the war he had been a Manchester Policeman and now lies
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To the east, Infantry Regiment 109 (IR 109), 28th Reserve
Infantry Division garrisoning trenches opposite 18th
Division, also experienced twenty men killed or who died of
wounds. No.11 Kompanie, holding the immediate area
surrounding Austrian Trench, lost eight men on the 26th. On
the previous two days the whole Regiment had lost only
three men each day. On 27 and 28 June, the number killed
was twelve and eleven. An extract from an unknown
German soldier’s diary describes the conditions and the
Germans lack of advance planning;

their firing mechanism breaking. As a result, four mortars
from 18th Division and three from 30th Division did not
operate all day and were not expected to be serviceable again
until the evening of the 27th. The number of mechanical
breakages was starting to concern artillery staff; if weapons
had failed already, after only three days, it was likely more
would follow and there was a severe shortage of spare parts.
During the afternoon between 3 - 7.25 pm, including one
hour on the ground at Chipilly, Capt. Stodart, 9 Squadron,
returned for his second photographic patrol of the day. The
sortie required Stodart to fly a circuit over the German lines
between Mametz and Trônes Woods. In total he took 54
photographs of the German front and intermediate trench
lines. There was a ‘small’ disaster on the return journey
when the last box of eighteen photographic frames fell from
the aircraft and were lost. However, the surviving pictures,
four of which are presented over the following two pages,
were of great value to the artillery planners. Progress of the
bombardment could now be
assessed, batteries reassigned to
targets
requiring
further
attention and ammunition could
be allocated where it was
needed.
A study of the
photographs shows how after
only
three
days
of
bombardment some points in
the German defences are
absolutely decimated whilst
others appear almost totally
undamaged.

26th June 1916: We worked until 3 am. Combles is shelled
unceasingly, every minute a shell, sometimes two. At 4 am
the order came to march off by side roads through Combles
towards the front-line trenches. We have to pass through
the outskirts of Combles, what destruction. We pass
through the town in quick time. The houses that have not
been wrecked are deserted. We arrive in the trenches tired
and exhausted about 5.30 am. I shall never forget the firing
on the front line. We learn from orderlies that food and
drink are in short supply. This is a pity, for the English
offensive has been known long enough to permit more
arrangements being made to prevent this. But mistakes are
being made everywhere.5
A lack of forethought, planning, and stockpiling of supplies
and ammunition in the forward zone was going to be one of
the deciding factors in the defeat of the German forces
opposite XIII Corps on Z Day.
As a consequence of continuous firing several guns and
mortars developed mechanical problems. Some suffered
from broken parts, putting them out of action. On W Day
several 18-pounder guns developed complications with their
recuperating buffer springs and 2-inch mortars were found
to be incapable of continuous and prolonged fire without

Below: Handheld photographic
reconnaissance camera.
(Authors Collection)
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Aerial Photographs 26th June 1916
Frame iAi: Shows the area of Pommiers
Trench in the south, with Pommiers Lane
leading to Pommiers Redoubt. In the north the
Mametz - Montauban road runs across the
frame with Montauban Alley running off to the
north-east. Pommiers Trench appears to be
almost intact with virtually no HE (High
Explosive) hits, although it is difficult to assess
the shrapnel damage to the wire on its front
(south) aspect. The trench had been engaged
by the 18th Divisional artillery that day and
previous days. Pommiers Lane also appears
intact with very little damage. Pommiers
Redoubt is a different story, the forward edge
is heavily damaged, (compare with the
photograph taken during May 1916 in Chapter
3) although many of the large craters formed
by heavy HE shells appear to have overshot to
the north of the Mametz - Montauban road.
This could probably be explained the by
topography. The Redoubt sat in a small
depression on a convex slope on the top of the
ridge. From the British observation posts on
Hill 124 it would have been difficult to judge if
the fall of shot was on target or had overshot.

iAi

Frame iBi: Shows the area of The Loop,
Pommiers Trench (east) and part of Breslau
Support and Breslau Alley. The road on the
right of the frame is the Carnoy to
Montauban. The Loop was a redoubt that sat
at the head of Loop Valley tucked into the
western slopes of Carnoy Spur. Its position
was very difficult to observe from XIII Corps
observation posts; this may explain why very
few HE shells appear to have damaged the
redoubt. Its semi-reverse slope position was
its protection. In comparison, the trenches
around Breslau Support in the lower right of
the frame appear to be very damaged. This
section of trenches ran along the crest of the
Carnoy Spur. The position was under direct
observation from numerous XIII Corps
observation posts and as such was a
comparably easier target to correct the fall of
shot and strike accurately without the
wastage of valuable ammunition.

iBi
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iCi

Frame iCi : Shows the German front line at Valley Trench with
Valley Support directly behind. On the right Brick Lane leads
to Alt Trench and then on to Train Alley (Trench). The old
narrow gauge track can be seen running south to north. As
with the previous two photographs there are vast differences
in the level of destruction in relation to how good or bad the
observation of that area was from the XIII Corps observation
posts. The forward trenches from Valley Trench to Brick Point
especially on the right, which is on higher ground are heavily
damaged. In comparison, ‘Train Alley,’ the trench that runs
off the top of the frame was hidden behind a small bank and
hedge is virtually untouched. It would be from dugouts in the
embankment that Germans would survive to fight on Z day.

GLATZ REDOUBT

VALLEY TRENCH

BRICK POINT

Frame iDi : Shows the German front
line system Silesia Trench and Silesia
Support, Alt Trench runs in the rear.
The road from Maricourt to
Montauban is visible from the bottom
right corner heading north. The whole
first line system of trenches here
appears to be totally smashed. Some
sections of trench look to be almost
flattened. We do know that Germans
of IR62 suffered heavily in this area
and that evening withdrew, except for
several sentries to their support and
reserve lines. It was from here that
two German soldiers deserted to the
30th Division on X day.

iDi
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30th DIVISIONAL AREA ‘V’ DAY:

There is no evidence to suggest at this stage the Germans had
more guns to bring up. It is quite possible their policy over
previous days of remaining hidden and resisting temptation
to return fire, which was undoubtedly saving their guns from
destruction by counter-battery fire, had been reversed.
German regimental histories speak of their infantry’s
frustration while sitting out the British and French
bombardment and the lack of response from their own
artillery, especially after no response had been forthcoming
from their frequent ‘SOS’ signals for artillery support. It is
likewise possible the change in weather was in their favour.
With British and French FOOs experiencing reduced
visibility and low cloud, counter battery observers would be
restricted in their ability to locate, at a distance, German
batteries as they fired. German artillery commanders would
have identified the weather conditions and known it would
assist in masking their whereabouts and so deemed it was
time for them to retaliate with minimum risk of compromise
to their locations. That evening the weather improved which
brought a reduction in the number of German shells falling
on the area. German artillery had shown it was not yet a
spent force and was still capable of throwing a punch in
retaliation. Clearly, it could still defend its trench system in
the event of an infantry attack. The Anglo-French offensive
was due to commence in two days’ time; if the German
artillery was not defeated or much reduced, assaulting troops
would suffer and the attack may fail.

The Division continued to hold the line with
units from 89th and 21st Infantry Brigades. The
89th Brigade reported in their diary that the
enemy had finally retaliated against the allied
bombardment, shelling Maricourt village, Maricourt Wood,
Bedford Street and Machine Gun Wood. An intense barrage
commenced at 9 am, followed by intermittent fire all day,
principally with high explosive 7.7cm and 10.5cm shells.
Several infantry units estimated the fire to be coming from
the direction of Bernafay and Caterpillar Woods.
During daylight hours 2nd Bedfords
held the front-line system on the right
with 2nd Wiltshires on the left and
20th King’s in immediate support.
The 17th King’s had moved up from
Bray-sur-Somme during the night
and were now billeted in and around
Maricourt village. They, along with
20th King’s, would execute a relief of
2nd Bedfords during the evening. The
German shelling of Maricourt and
surrounding area was extremely
unpleasant - with so many men in one
area there were bound to be heavy
casualties. 20th King’s suffered most
2nd Lt. William H Jowett
with 11 NCOs and men killed and 45
wounded. Three officers were also wounded; Capt. Gilbert
H Bradshaw, 2nd Lieut. Harold Lancaster and 2nd Lieut.
William H Jowettt,6 the latter died of his wounds two days
later.

The ongoing night patrol programme
continued. In the central sector, a
patrol from 20th King’s, led by 20year-old 2nd Lieut. Eric Beaumont9
and twelve men, crossed No-Man’sLand at 11.45 pm to inspect the
enemy wire and gain intelligence. As
they crept close to the German wire
they observed and noted the wire was:
Fairly well cut. Though there are
still areas of concertina wire
remaining, although it was easily
passable in places.

2nd Lt Eric Paton Beaumont

As the patrol edged forward for a closer inspection, without
warning several shots rang out, muzzle flashes were visible
from different points on the enemy parapet, bullets zipped
overhead with a crack. Knowing they were compromised,
and without returning fire, Beaumont made a hasty
withdrawal back into No-Man’s-Land and the cover of the
night. The patrol returned at 1 am having suffered no
casualties. Beaumont reported he believed the German front
trench was strongly held.

Pte Harry Wild, 19th Kings. Pte James Colligan 20th Kings & Pte William Aitken 20 Kings
all killed in action 26th June 1916 during the German shelling of the forward trenches and
Maricourt. All three men were originally buried by their comrades in Maricourt Military
Cemetery but post war were concentrated in to Cerisy Gailly Military Cemetery. Pte
Colligan left a wife and two children, his epitaph reads ‘The Supreme Sacrifice.’

A King’s Liverpool officer wrote in his diary:
The Bosche has stoked up very considerably and we have
had quite a lively time. The result has been that we have
had quite a considerable number of casualties. However,
we cannot make omelettes without breaking eggs.7

On the right flank, 17th King’s sent out a patrol under the
command of 2nd Lieut. James McCosh Sproat; 10 this was to
be the first of three of Sproat’s adventures into enemy’s lines
over consecutive nights. For his leadership on these daring
patrols he would be recommended for and awarded the
Military Cross, although, sadly, he would not live long
enough to receive it.

The 2nd Bedfords reported:
Heavy bombardment of Machine Gun Wood continued all
day. The enemy has probably brought up more guns.8
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June 25th: Intense artillery fire gets even fiercer. We
withdraw to the third trench at noon.11

Sproat and three men departed
the battalion trenches just to
the west of the Brickworks
Road at 11:50 pm. Setting a
compass bearing the small
patrol cautiously crossed over
No-Man’s-Land pushing a
route through the tall grass.
At 12.40 am they approached
the German wire. All was
quiet, there was no sign or
sound of the enemy. Led by
Sproat all four men slipped
into the German front line,
Faviere Trench, close to its
junction with Glatz Alley.
2ndLt. James McCosh Sproat
Still there was no sign of the
enemy.
Guardedly they
followed Faviere Trench, working their way eastward in the
direction of the Brickworks Road, covering a distance of
roughly 60-yards. On reaching the road, they climbed out of
the trench and returned across No-Man’s-Land using the
road as a guide. Sproat reported the wire as:

2nd Wiltshires on the left divisional flank also arranged a
patrol. It was the opposite of Sproat’s patrol, being very
lively and eventful and would also result in the award of the
Military Cross to its commander.
At 10:35 pm, 2nd Lieut. John McWhannel, known as ‘Jock,’
an old soldier with 18 years’ service, the indomitable Sergt.
Charles Jolliffe MM and seven men, departed the British line
from sap A9/3, near Vernon Street. They crossed No-Man’sLand to a point 200-yards east of Brick Point. As they drew
close to the German lines the ground became pitted and
churned over, tall grass and weeds they had pushed through
on their side of No-Man’s-Land were now beaten down by
blast and shrapnel from three days’ bombardment. On
arriving at the enemy wire entanglements they found the
wire completely destroyed, meaning it was possible enter the
German trench at any point. Turning westward they
patrolled towards Brick Point. Having covered a short
distance McWhannel suddenly spotted a party of seven
Germans outside their own trench. With McWhannel taking
point, he led the patrol, creeping slowly forward to a position
roughly 20-yards distance from the enemy, who appeared to
be repairing damage to their wire. The patrol was now easily
within grenade throwing distance and arranged themselves
for a fight; each man prepared his two grenades, un-splicing
the pin on one and pulling the pin on the other. All eyes
looked inwards to McWhannel awaiting the signal to attack.
On McWhannel’s command they simultaneously tossed
their grenades into their unsuspecting foe. All hell broke

Well cut, broken up, and no obstacle and found no
Germans dead or alive.
The evidence would suggest troops of IR 62 had withdrawn
from the first and possibly the support trench, leaving only a
few sentries. This is supported by an entry in the diary of an
unknown German machine-gunner of IR 62 who wrote:

30th Division Patrols ‘W’ Day:
Brick
Point

010 2Lt Sproat and 3x ORs 17th Kings. Found
the enemy wire well cut, entered the German
trench and cleared 100-yards. No Germans
were seen dead or alive.

IR 62
Germans
Wood

The Fleche

020 2Lt Beaumont and 12x ORs 20th Kings.
Found the German wire were well cut. When
fired on by an enemy sentry they withdrew.
030 Lt McWhannel, Sergt Jolliffe and 7x ORs
2nd Wiltshires patrolled the German wire,
seeing an enemy party they attacked them
with grenades. Then cleared several hundred
yards of German trench including a second
attack on a German sentry. They reported the
wire well cut and first trench only held by
occasional sentry.

030

A9/3
No-Man’s-Land

Silesia Support

010

A9/2
A9/1
MachineGun Wood

Machine- No-MansLand
gun Wood
A16/6

Germans
Wood

210

Brickworks to Maricourt
Rd - Maricourt Rd
Brickworks

020
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loose
as
Mills
grenades detonated.
No sooner had the
first volley exploded
when a second batch
of nine grenades
landed among the
dead and wounded
Germans.
As
prearranged,
the
patrol immediately
sprinted to their
right and hurled
themselves into the
enemy first trench,
eager to catch any
Germans
attempting to escape
2nd Lt. John ‘Jock’ McWhannel MC 2nd Wiltshire.
back to their lines,
but none did. McWhannel and Jolliffe, now on the enemy
front line parapet, Silesia Trench, looked out into the dark
and scene of the carnage listening for any noise indicating
movement or signs of life. All they could hear was wounded
and dying enemy groan in agony. As they later described it
in their report:

emplacements, both completely destroyed. All dugouts seen
appeared to be blown in, their entrances collapsed. They
discovered three saps running out into No-Man’s-Land, not
two as was shown on British trench maps. The third sap
appeared to be new. As the patrol edged forward closer to
Brick Point, a single German, possibly a sentry at the end of
Silesia Alley, a sap protruding out into No-Man’s-Land, was
seen to be discharging his rifle and firing ‘Verey lights’ at
irregular intervals. It looked as though he was trying to give
the impression his trench was held in force. McWhannel,
realising he would have a better chance stalking the sentry
alone, crept forward to within 10-yards of him, then using
the last corner of a trench bay as cover, threw a Mills bomb
at the sentry. After a few seconds the grenade exploded with
a loud crash, McWhannel dashed around the bay, revolver at
the ready towards the solitary German to find no sign of him.
He had obviously seen the grenade land and made for a
nearby bolt hole. Meanwhile, Sergt Jolliffe worked up
Silesia Alley for a further 50–100 yards but found no enemy.
Having pushed their luck, it was time for the patrol to
withdraw. As they withdrew over the enemy parapet, what
was described as a rifle grenade exploded close by,
wounding one of the patrol. The party continued quickly
across No-Man’s-Land away from the danger and into the
cover of the night.
For his leadership and gallantry 2nd Lieut. John
McWhannel12 was awarded the Military Cross. He would
never know of his award, being seriously wounded on ‘Z’
Day and dying on 3 July.

All were done for.
After a short consolidation the patrol worked west along
Silesia Trench towards Brick Point. Finding it greatly
damaged, they came across two concrete machine gun
2nd Wiltshire Patrol ‘W’ Day:

Alt Trench

IR 62
Dugout Trench
Silesia Trench
050
030

Brick
Point

020
040

020 The patrol then turned west towards Brick Point and at
once spotted seven Germans outside the enemy parapet.
McWhannel and the patrol crept forward to a position 20yards from the Germans. The patrol arranged themselves for
the fight, each man prepared his two grenades. On
McWhannel’s signal they threw their grenades. All hell broke
loose as the grenades detonated, no sooner had the first volley
of grenades exploded when a second batch of nine grenades
landed among the dead and wounded Germans.
030 As prearranged the patrol sprinted to their right and hurled
themselves into the enemy trench hoping to catch any of the
German party who attempted to escape, but none of them did.
Looking and listening, McWhannel could hear the wounded and
dying Germans groan, they were ‘all were done for.’

060
010

The Fleche

040 The patrol worked along the trench to Brick Point, they
found it greatly damaged, all dugouts seen were blown in. Only
one German was seen in the trench, a single sentry, who was
discharging his rifle and firing ‘Very lights’ to give the
impression the trench was held in force. McWhannel crept to
within 10-yards and threw a bomb at the sentry. As it burst
McWhannel dashed towards the German but could not find
him, he had made for a bolt hole nearby.

A9/3

211

010
At 10:35 pm 2Lt
McWhannel, Sergt Jolliffe
and seven men departed the
British line they crossed NoMan’s-Land to a point 200
yards east of Brick Point. On
arriving at the German front
line they found the wire
completely destroyed, it was
possible to get into the
enemy trench at any point.

050 & 060 Meanwhile Sergt
Jolliffe worked up Silesia Alley for
a further 50 – 100 yards but
found no Germans. It was time
for the patrol to withdrawal, as
they withdrew over the enemy
parapet a rifle grenade exploded
close by, wounding one of the
patrol, they continued across nomans-land away from the
danger.
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18th DIVISIONAL AREA ‘W’ DAY:

Corporal who was leading, lost touch with the remainder.
They however reached a gap in the German wire about
A.9.a.30.65 passed through it and lay down just in front of
the German parapet to consider their situation. Then a
German came out of the trench a little way to their right
and started walking towards our lines. The Corporal shot
him. This gave the alarm, lights were sent up, German
heads appeared over the parapet and bombs were thrown
at our party, badly wounding the Corporal and he thinks
killing one and wounding several others. He then dragged
the Corporal some distance back into a shell crater and
returned for help. He himself being wounded he was
unable to go out again to guide the search party. He firmly
believes the German parapet was thickly manned after the
alarm had been given and this evidence is collaborated by
several officers in our trenches who heard a lot of shouting
and could distinctly see flashes in the German lines.

At 25-minutes past midnight on 26 June, 7th West Kents
attempted a raid on German positions opposite Breslau
Point. The raid, commanded by 2nd Lieut. Frank Brownlee,13
did not get off to a good start. The left blocking party, one
of the three main raiding sections, for some unknown reason,
lost their way en-route to the German wire. Brownlee, at a
point mid-way across No-Man’s-Land, was informed of the
missing party. A Private who believed he had watched the
missing group veer off ‘right’ was sent to look for the
missing men. He returned after a short while with no news.
A second NCO was sent to investigate who also returned
without locating the missing party. As the minutes ticked
away Brownlee observed their covering barrage was coming
to an end so he had no choice other than to return to the
British trenches and seek permission from his company
commander to initiate a search party. In the meantime, the
missing party under the command of a Corporal had cut a
gap through the enemy wire and were lying close to the
German parapet considering their options. During the next
few hours the small party would have to fight for their lives
in an attempt to escape back to friendly trenches. The
ensuing incident left four men posted as missing whilst only
two of the party would survive the night.

The second man from the party to survive was 1453 Pte.
Albert Martin14 after making his way back to friendly
trenches the following morning. He reported his escape to
2nd Lieut. Brownlee, the raid commander. Brownlee
forwarded the following statement:
After the action Pte. Martin found himself close to the
German wire, he laid down and listened, but heard nothing
of them, then about five minutes after he heard a
commotion on his right and shortly after a party of men
passed along the German front line trench, within a few
yards of him, making a good deal of noise, talking and
shouting. From his description the position was probably
near A.9.a.25.65, after things quietened down he started to

The Battalion CO forwarded the following report:
As regards the missing party, some light has been thrown
on their movements by the return of one of the group Pte
Lea who was wounded by shrapnel. He states that he was
at the rear of the party and cannot explain how the
7th West Kents Failed Raid ‘W’ Day:
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Mine Alley
010
The missing 7th West Kents
section veered off to the right,
ending up near Breslau Point.
020 As the section pondered on its
options
a
German
soldier
approached the patrol and was shot
dead by the section Corporal. Now
compromised the Germans threw
grenades from Breslau Trench,
killing at least one man and
wounding several others.
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Breslau Support
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Breslau
Point

Breslau Trench

040

030 Pte Lea, dragged the wounded
Corporal to a shell hole, wounded
himself, he left the Corporal to go
and get help.
040 Pte Martin escapes, thinking
he is making his way back to the
British lines, he instead inters a
German Sap. Hearing Germans
talking he withdraws to a shell hole
outside of the German wire.

020
030

050

050 At 10.30 am in the morning
the British release smoke, Pte
Martin sees his chance and bolts for
the British lines.

010

No-Mans-Land
A/9.5
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an attempt to gas the enemy at ‘stand to’ was foiled by the
wind which blew the gas straight back into the regiment’s
trenches. Afterwards, a British trench mortar fired one of its
bombs unexpectedly rearwards. The bomb landed in a
crowded trench, decapitating one man and injuring two
others. The platoon officer, Lieut. Joe R Ackerley,15
standing nearby overheard one of his men muttering:

try and get back, but in doing so he made some noise at
which, lights were sent up and a German appeared, head
and shoulders above the parapet, saw him and shouted
‘Come in here’ in English. Martin then made off and a
German came out of the trench and followed him. Martin
ran some distance and then turned around and fired two
shots at the German, here the pursuit ceased. He then
wandered about trying to find his way back and at last
came upon a trench, which seeing no movement inside he
got into. This may have been the salient (German) at
A.9.a.05.60, but he had no idea where he was. He knows
it was a German trench because he heard voices to his right
talking in a conversation together, but no one came near
him. He got out of the trench and lay down in a small
crater about 20 yards from the trench. He apparently had
several narrow escapes from being hit by our own shrapnel
and trench mortars, which, he says were falling all around
him. Then at about 10.30 am a cloud of smoke came over
from our lines, which he took advantage of and regained
our lines near A.9.a.18.47 and safety. He was very much
shaken on return.

“The fucking sooner we get over the fucking top the fucking
better.”16
It had obviously been a very frustrating day!
On the left of the line, all officers of C Company, 7th
Bedfords, were either killed or wounded when a German
shell hit the officers’ dugout. Capt. Richard L V Doake, one
of the survivors, gave the following account:
The officer’s mess in a dugout in
Piccadilly got a direct hit while all
the officers were having supper
about 9 pm. All became casualties
as well as some eight servants and
other ranks who took refuge. A 4.2
howitzer shell struck the entrance
and burst inside. The doorway was
filled up and the smoke and fumes
almost suffocated the survivors.
Luckily a passing man saw my arm
which I had pushed through a hole
and Captain Clegg and myself were
got out, but Lieutenants Baden and
Hasler were killed and Lieutenant
Johnson died of wounds.17

Three of the missing men are believed to be left group
commander, Cpl. Alfred Blakeman, 19-year old Pte. Walter
Greenwood and Pte. Edward Haylock.
All are
commemorated on the Thiepval Memorial.
As the first glimmer of dawn appeared over the horizon, the
Allied bombardment commenced in earnest, as did the
German artillery in retaliation. It was the first occasion the
Germans had fired back with any vigour against the 18th
Division since the onset of the Allied bombardment. The
Division held their sector with 8th East Surreys, 55th Brigade
on the right, 8th Suffolks, 53rd Brigade in the centre and on
the left 7th Bedfords, 54th Brigade.

2Lt. Gordon Hasler KIA 26-6-16

Rescue of the buried officers was carried out by Pte. Herbert
W Fish.18 Although the air was thick with gas, he refused to
be relieved from digging until the task was finished. For his
gallantly and a second gallant act performed on Z Day he
was awarded the DCM.

The 8th East Surreys bordering 30th Division had a very
trying day. The battalion suffered heavy casualties from the
enemy shelling and their own artillery. C Company, holding
the east salient suffered most of all, partly owing to the fact
that 2-inch Stokes mortars were firing from positions close
behind the Company’s fire trench. These, the enemy
searched for with 5.9-inch shells, which ultimately knocked
out all but one of the mortars, but not until they had
completed their work of cutting the enemy wire. C Company
was relieved during the afternoon by two platoons of D
Company. Having moved back to the support trench and
Rail Avenue they still suffered five more casualties. The
East Surreys’ history records a curious friendly fire incident:

During the night, the now usual patrols and raids continued
their dangerous task of patrolling No-Man’s-Land, gathering
information and intelligence, reporting on the effect of the
bombardment and raiding the German defences in an effort
to inflict destruction, prevent repairs to damage and to
capture prisoners.
At 10 pm, A Platoon, D Company, 8th East Surreys, under
2nd Lieut. Ernest C Hetherington,19 made an attempt to raid
Breslau Point. They were spotted as soon as they left their
trenches. Despite heavy rifle and machine-gun fire,
Hetherington entered the enemy trench with twelve men, but
found it filled with barbed wire. As he could not move in
the trench and could therefore do no good, he very wisely
ordered his men to retire and got his platoon back to friendly
lines with the loss of one man killed and one wounded, who
was carried back during the withdrawal. The East Surrey’s
History attributes criticism to the planning of the raid:

During the night the headquarters of A Company, the left
company, were most persistently shelled by one of our own
‘heavies’. This was reported several times but it was found
impossible to identify the offending battery until the
following night, when the nuisance was stopped.
It was only when Battalion headquarters dugout was shelled
that the fury of the CO had some effect in identifying the
culprit and guns were realigned correctly. The friendly fire
self-bombardment had gone on for three and a half hours.
Unfortunately, the battalion’s troubles were not yet over, for

It was only by extreme good fortune that this raid which
was planned and ordered by higher authority escaped
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II Battalion

010
7th West Kents raid on the
west of Breslau Point commanded
by 2Lt Brownlee. While crossing
No-Man’s-Land one trench blocking
party lost the main group.
Independently they made their way
to the German parapet where they
engaged in a fight. During the
encounter several men were killed
and two escaped eventually making
their way individually back to the
British trenches.

010

8th East Surrey

020 A second patrol from the 8th
East Surreys commanded by 2Lt
Hetherington attempted to raid
east of Breslau Point. On leaving
the
British
trenches
they
immediately came under fire, but
succeeded in entering the German
lines, which were found to be full of
wire. The raid extracted under fire
losing one man killed and one
wounded.

8th East Surrey

disaster. It was still quite light at 10 pm and the party was
fired at before the greater part of it had even had time to
climb out of our trench, a bad beginning, as the essence of
successful raiding is surprise. In addition, the usual short
hurricane bombardment prior to the raid had been
cancelled, the result being that the enemy riflemen and
machine gunners were at liberty to shoot at our men during
both their advance and retirement without being interfered
with by artillery fire. 2nd Lieut. Hetherington behaved with
great courage and coolness, and was very fortunate in only
losing one man.20
2nd Lieut. Hetherington does not appear to have received any
award or recognition for his perseverance.
The 8th Suffolks to the left of the East Surreys also put on a
raid. At 11:50 pm, the raiding patrol under the command of
2nd Lieut. George Leonard Crandon21 and 2nd Lieut. Edmund
Harry Dixey,22 one sergeant, a corporal and twenty-two men
departed the British line at point A/7.1 opposite Casino
Point. The Raid was divided into four sub-groups and
comprised of a ‘right bombing group’ of Crandon and six
men, ‘left bombing group’ of Dixey with a Corporal and six
men, a ‘trench entrance-exit holding party’ consisting of five
men and the ‘support group’ under the Sergeant with four
men and a signaller.

2nd Lieut. Ernest C Hetherington

Cautiously crossing No-Man’s-Land, they pushed their way
through the tall grass and weeds. At a point fifty yards from
the enemy trench, the Sergeant dropped off with the covering
support group. The main raiding parties continued across
Carnoy Spur towards enemy lines. As they approached
shattered German wire, the flattened undergrowth provided
little cover. Now, with greater vigilance, they neared the
German trench at a point just to the left of Sap A. As the
entry group slipped through the broken wire entanglements
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8th Suffolk’s Raid on Casino Point ‘W’ Day:
Montauban
010
The 8th Suffolk’s raid under the
command of 2Lt Crandon & 2Lt Dixey, 22
NCO’s & men, departed the British line
opposite Casino Point at 11:50pm. They
crossed no-mans-land to a point fifty yards
from the enemy trench, dropping off a
covering party.
020 The raiding parties continued towards
the enemy lines. The entry group slipped
through the broken wire entanglements and
into the German front line, a single German
sentry positioned forward of their parapet,
spotted them and darted back to warn his
comrades. The first two raiding groups
under Crandon dashed forward into the
enemy front trench.
030 Crandon led both groups to the right in the
direction of the German sentry, the third group
remaining at the entry point, they had only
cornered the next traverse when a group of up to
12 Germans were met. A close-quarters fight
ensued, bombs being exchanged, the leading
German was shot down with a revolver. The
engagement was brief, the raider’s supply of
bombs quickly ran short and a withdrawal was
called. The Suffolk’s withdrew back to the entry
point, aiding one seriously wounded comrade, they
moved back out into no-mans-land towards the
covering party, as they did so a German machinegun opened fire from the enemy second line.

Carnoy to Montauban Road

Mametz to Montauban Road

The Loop

Back Trench
Breslau Support

The Castle
Mine Trench
Bund Trench
No-MansLand

I3i

I2i

I1i

Casino
Point

and into the German front line, Mine Trench, a single
German sentry, positioned forward of their parapet, spotted
the intruders and darted back to warn his comrades. On
seeing the sentry run the three raiding groups under 2nd Lieut.
Crandon dashed forward, scrambled over the parapet and
jumped down into Mine Trench. It had sloping sides, was
around six-foot-deep and was badly smashed, the bottom of
the trench being full of loose chalk and soil. Crandon,
altering the original plan, ordered both ‘bomb’ groups to
follow him to the right in the

held off the pursuing Germans, the bombing sections
escaped, retracing their steps back into No-Man’s-Land
towards the covering party. A moment later the exit party
followed. As they did, a German machine-gun opened fire
from the enemy second line, Mine Support, which
fortunately scored no hits on the fleeing Suffolks. Five red
flares were discharged into the air from the German trench,
possibly an SOS signal for their artillery. Using the darkness
and long grass as cover the entire patrol returned at speed,
crossing No-Man’s-Land.
Casualties were one man
seriously wounded and three slightly wounded. Crandon’s
report described the German wire to be cut in places with
gaps, but in other parts, it was still fairly thick. No dugouts
were seen.

direction of the German sentry. The third group remained at
the entry point to guard their escape and defend to the left.
Working to the right it was noticed Mine Trench was deeper
and in a better condition with a fire step. Crandon had only
cornered two traverses when a group of up to twelve
Germans was met face to face. Instantaneously a violent
close-quarters fight ensued. The leading German was shot
with a revolver, bombs were exchanged back and forth and
men fought for their lives with daggers, clubs and fists.
Crandon later reported:

It is most likely the German troops encountered were from
No.9 Kompanie, III Battalion, RIR 109, who during that
period were garrisoning Casino Point. It is conceivable that
after two consecutive nights of patrols and raids made
against their positions, the men from Baden had decided on
a change in tactics or were employing counter measures to
lure British raiders into a trap. It is well known the Germans
were under pressure to capture prisoners.

The Germans acted as if prepared for a raid, they had
several groups and individuals forward of their parapet as
though operating as an early warning, they had a plentiful
supply of bombs and appeared to be intent on taking
prisoners, two of them set on one of ours who got away by
the use of his fists.

On the right flank, 7th Bedfords also planned a raid to be
conducted during the early hours. It was cancelled a few
hours before it was scheduled due to conditions being
favourable for the release of gas. When the conditions again
changed the gas release was also cancelled.

The engagement was brief as the raider’s supply of bombs
ran short, necessitating a withdrawal. Fighting all the way,
the Suffolks withdrew back to the entry point, helping a
seriously wounded comrade. As the exit protection party
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21. 2/Lt. George Leonard Crandon, later promoted to Captain
and awarded an MC during 1918. He survived the war.
22. 2/Lt. Edmund Harry Dixey was seriously wounded on Z Day
and died of his wounds on 3 July. Aged just 19, he is buried
in La Neuville British Cemetery.

Field Guns in France. Lt. col. Neil Fraser-Tytler. Page 78.
TNA WO95/2327: War Diary. Headquarters 21st Infantry
Brigade.
TNA AIR1/1234/204/6/19: No. 9 Squadron Record Book
June 1916.
In 1924 all 260 British burials at Maricourt Military
Cemetery were exhumed and re-buried 10 miles south-east
at Cerisy-Gailly Military Cemetery. The cemetery had also
been the resting place of 887 French and 6 German soldiers,
whom were also exhumed and relocated.
TNA WO157/172: Fourth Army Intelligence Summaries July
1916. Captured extracts of German letters written during
the preliminary bombardment
2/Lt. William Hall Jowett, 20th King’s Liverpool Regt, WIA 26
June, DOW 28 June 1916, age 22. Buried La Neuville
Communal Cemetery. Resident of Liverpool. William had a
twin brother, Capt. John S Jowett serving in the Manchester
Regiment, who also died of wounds on 22 September 1918.
Both brothers attended the Loretto School between 190812.
The History of the 89th Brigade 1914-1918. Brig. Gen. F C
Stanley. Page 127-128.
TNA WO95/2333: War Diary. 2nd Bedfords.
Capt. Eric Paton Beaumont MC, died of wounds April 1918,
Buried St Sever Cemetery, Rouen. From Rock Ferry.
2/Lt. J M Sproat MC, King’s Liverpool Regiment, KIA 11 July
1916. Awarded MC for his work on patrols on three
successive nights prior to 1 July. His officers wrote of him ‘A
more gallant boy never lived.’ His CO had recommended
him for an award on two other occasions. His elder brother
Gerald was killed with the Manchesters on 1 July 1916.
TNA WO157/172: Fourth Army Intelligence Summaries July
1916. Captured German letters and diaries.
2/Lt. John McWhannel MC, died of wounds 3July 1916, age
36. Buried Corbie Communal Cemetery Extension. Born in
Perth. He had served in the army for eighteen years, joining
as a Private in the Scots Greys and had served in the South
African War, rising to Company Sergeant Major, before
gaining a commission.
2/Lt. Frank Malcom Brownlee, joined the 28th London
Regiment as a Private, commissioned in December 1915
and survived the war.
1453 Pte Albert Martin 7th Royal West Kents. Born in Kent
in 1895. Later transferred to RFC, serving as a brass finisher,
he survived the war.
Lt. Joe R Ackerley, 8 th East Surrey Regiment. WIA 1 July
1916, taken POW 1917. He later became a famous
playwright, novelist, poet and editor. The war affected him
greatly and his wartime experiences influenced much of his
work.
Ackerley. By Peter Parker.1989. Page 23.
The 54th Infantry Brigade 1914-1918. Page 34. 2Lt Reginald
Baden, age 23, buried Carnoy Military Cemetery. 2Lt
Gordon Haslar, age 19, buried Carnoy Military Cemetery.
2Lt Evelyn W J Johnson, age 19, buried St Sever Cemetery,
Rouen.
Pte Herbert W Fish DCM, survived the war, being
discharged in 1919. Fish never progressed higher than the
rank of Private.
2/Lt. Ernest Cooper Hetherington, 8 th East Surreys, born
1888, resident of Eton. On Z Day he was wounded by a GSW
to the right arm which ended his military career. He died at
Windsor in 1979, age 90.
History of the East Surrey Regiment Vol II. Col. H W Pearse
DSO. Page 162-163.
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